ABSTRACT Long short-term memory networks (LSTMs) have gained good performance in sentiment analysis tasks. The general method is to use LSTMs to combine word embeddings for text representation. However, word embeddings carry more semantic information rather than sentiment information. Only using word embeddings to represent words is inaccurate in sentiment analysis tasks. To solve the problem, we propose a lexicon-enhanced LSTM model. The model first uses sentiment lexicon as an extra information pre-training a word sentiment classifier and then get the sentiment embeddings of words including the words not in the lexicon. Combining the sentiment embedding and its word embedding can make word representation more accurate. Furthermore, we define a new method to find the attention vector in general sentiment analysis without a target that can improve the LSTM ability in capturing global sentiment information. The results of experiments on English and Chinese datasets show that our models have comparative or better results than the existing models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sentiment analysis aims to accurately extract people's opinions from a large number of unstructured review texts and classifying them into sentiment classes, positive or negative, or more fine-grained, very negative, negative, neutral, positive and very positive. General sentiment analysis without a target [18] , calls for identifying the overall sentiment polarity of the whole text; the other sentiment analysis task, called target-dependent or aspect-level sentiment analysis [21] , [22] , calls for identifying the sentiment of an entity or an aspect. In our paper, we focus on the general sentiment analysis without the target. There are two general methods of sentiment analysis. One is a rule-based approach [28] , [29] . The other is machine learning [30] - [33] , including methods for deep learning [2] , [7] . Rule-based methods pay more attention to adjectives and nouns in texts. These methods mainly rely on artificially sorted sentiment lexicons. Each word in the sentiment dictionary corresponds to an emotional tendency value. For a given text, the sentiment orientation values of multiple words in the text are combined into one according to the set rules, as the emotional tendency value of the whole text. The traditional machine learning methods mainly use naive Bayes, support vector machine (Support Vector Machines, referred to as SVMs), and maximum entropy classifiers, etc., to build sentiment analysis, but these methods require manual selection of features or design of methods to select features. Therefore, the quality of sentiment analysis results depends on the characteristics of manual selection.
In recent years, the wide application of deep learning has led to the further development of image processing and speech recognition. Due to its characteristic of automatic learning features, deep learning method has been widely used in natural language processing [3] , [9] , including sentiment analysis. Previous machine learning methods generally use a one-hot vector representation, the dimension of the vector increases with the increase of the text data to be processed, which is easy to cause dimensionality disaster and cannot capture the relationship between words and words. Word2vec [11] , [23] , [24] and Glove [13] can convert words into high-quality word embeddings representations from a large number of unlabeled texts through co-occurrence between words and words, and can capture the grammatical and semantic information of words. Nowadays, word embeddings are first used to represent a single word, and then are used to represent neural networks, such as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), etc., models based on word vectors and deep neural networks have been extensively studied. Finally, it is a mainstream research method to automatically extract emotion-related features for analysis in the process of training models. Among them, RNN is widely used in natural language processing due to its ability to naturally model sequences. Long Short-Term Memory Network (LSTM) [6] is the most widely used. The way that use LSTMs or CNNs to combine word embeddings for text representation has become a new baseline for sentiment analysis. However, sentiment analysis of texts is still a challenge. On one hand,we argue that word embeddings are not accurate enough if directly applied to sentiment analysis tasks. The most serious problem of word embedding learning algorithms is that they only model the contexts of words but ignore the sentiment information [20] . As a result, words with opposite polarities, such as ''good'' and ''bad,'' are mapped into close vectors in the embedding space. Sentiment lexicon is used as an important feature for sentiment analysis in traditional methods [4] . If we only use the word embeddings as inputs, can we capture the whole sentiment lexicon's information? Making the sentiment lexicon as the extra information is reasonable. On the other hand, LSTMs have the bias of preferring recent inputs. It's hard to capture the important information of the beginning part of text within a long sequence.
In order to solve the first problem, we propose a lexicon-enhanced LSTM model (LE-LSTM) to integrate sentiment lexicon into LSTM to capture more sentiment information of words. First, we use sentiment lexicon as the extra information to pre-train a word sentiment classifier. And then each word can get its sentiment embedding including the words not in sentiment lexicon. During the main training process, we concatenate the word embedding and its sentiment embedding as the input of LSTM and fine-tune the word sentiment classifier network.
In order to solve the second problem, we define a new method to calculate the attention vector in general sentiment analysis without a target and take two special circumstances as examples. In these two examples, the attention vector can be roughly considered as the global information of the whole text. So it can guide LSTM to capture the distinguishing parts of the text just like that people first get the rough idea of texts and then look for the important parts when they do the reading comprehension task.
To summarize, our contributions lie in the following three points:
1) We propose a lexicon-enhanced LSTM model for sentiment analysis, which use the prior sentiment information of words as the supplemental information to improve the quality of word representation. 
II. RELATED WORKS
Works which use deep learning method to solve sentiment analysis tasks can be divided into two directions. One is the research of word embedding. The other is the research of semantic compositions. In our work, we introduce the sentiment lexicon to improve the quality of word embedding and use the attention mechanism to improve semantic compositions.
A. WORD EMBEDDINGS
High-quality word embedding is the basis of the natural language processing task. In terms of improving the quality of word vectors, Mikolov et al. [9] and Pennington [13] first discovered that the word vectors learned through a RNN have interesting linear substructures conducted a comprehensive training of the global word-word co-occurrence of statistical data from the corpus and the resulting global vector (GloVe) shows interesting linear substructure in word vector space like [11] . Maas et al. [10] learned the word embeddings with sentiment based on the classical neuro-probabilistic language model [10] . Tang et al. [25] proposed three models, considering the emotional tendency of text, and learning the word embeddings with sentiment. In our experiments, we also use the GloVe to get initial word embeddings. We first use sentiment lexicon as the extra information to pre-train a word sentiment classifier and then get the sentiment embedding of each word including the words not in sentiment lexicon. Concatenating the word embedding and its sentiment embedding can improve the quality of word embeddings.
B. SEMANTIC COMPOSITIONS
However, the word embeddings can only represent a single word. For a phrase or an article, it is necessary to consider how to combine individual word embeddings into a representation of a phrase or an article. This requires consideration of the problem of semantic composition. Socher et al. [16] , [26] use Recursive Auto-encoders (RAE) to obtain a sequence representation of the entire text through a continuous recursive combination [16] , [26] . But in order to get a sequence representation, firstly, we need to parse the sentence structure, or use a greedy strategy, combining and refactoring the words with the least error each recursive. Kim [7] propose a CNN architecture for text categorization, which has multiple filters of different sizes and two VOLUME 6, 2018 different channels. Cho et al. [2] use RNN to process text into a sequence of words, taking into account the order of the words in the text. The RNN [6] with LSTM unit is explicitly designed to avoid gradient disappearance and has better results than RNN, such as bidirectional LSTM (referred to as Bi-LSTM), Tree-Structured Long Short-Term Memory Networks ( Referred to as Tree-LSTM) [17] and Nested LSTMs (referred to as NLSTM) [27] . Because the word embeddings can only represent a single word, sentence and document representations need to consider the semantic combination problem. Semantic combination models include RAE [16] , CNN [7] and RNN [2] . Among all these models, RNN with LSTM unit [6] is widely used in text sequence processing, because of the ability in modeling long sequential inputs or outputs. It is explicitly designed for avoiding the gradient vanishing problem.
Above semantic composition methods consider that each input has the same importance. But when you look at a picture, you always focus on a certain point, and only assign less attention to other areas. Attention mechanism [1] is designed to solve the problem. That the attention mechanism [1] combined with LSTM or CNN can be considered as another effective compositional function. The function is selected to decide ''where to look'' by assigning weights or importance to each components. Bahdanau et al. [1] applied the attention mechanism to machine translation for the first time. Subsequently, attention mechanisms have also been widely applied to specific target (aspect) sentiment analysis tasks. Wang et al. [21] propose the LSTM model with attention mechanism for the sentiment analysis of specific aspects. Yang et al. [22] proposed an LSTM model based on the attention mechanism for the sentiment analysis of feature targets. The attention mechanism assigns weights to each input word based on a particular aspect (goal). However, in the sentiment analysis of non-specific aspects (targets), attention mechanisms are rarely used. Even for general sentiment classification tasks, the importance of each word is different. But it rarely used in general sentiment analysis without target because of the difficulty in determining the attention vector. In our paper, we systematically define a method to find the attention vector in general sentiment analysis without target and take two special circumstances as examples. Reference [14] also models the linguistic role of sentiment word in sentiment analysis tasks by adding regularizer to the loss function. But it can't handle the sentiment word not in sentiment lexicon and don't consider the different importance of words.
III. THE MODELS
In this study, we propose a lexicon-enhanced LSTM model (LE-LSTM) to introduce sentiment lexicon into LSTM (subsection A). Also, we introduce the attention mechanism into general sentiment analysis without a target. It can capture the distinguishing parts of the text according to the defined attention vector (subsection B).
A. LEXICON-ENHANCED LSTM MODEL
Given a word embedding lookup L (L ∈ R d×|V | , initialized by word vector file) and one-hot vector e (of length |V |), where d is the dimension of word embedding and |V | is the vocabulary size, we can get a word embedding: x t = Le t . Given a sentiment lexicon, we can pre-train a word sentiment classifier. According to the quality of sentiment lexicon, we can design how many layers the sentiment classifier has and how many categories each word can be classified into different categories. In FIGURE 1 and the following equations, we just use one layer as for a example. The final layer output of word sentiment classifier can be considered as the sentiment embedding of each word. The word sentiment classifier and word embedding lookup can be updated during the main training process.
We concatenate the word sentiment embedding, denoted as s t , and its corresponding word embedding, denoted as x t . The final input of LSTM is w t = s t ⊕ x t . Other steps are the same as the basic LSTM unit. A detailed structure of the basic LSTM unit can be seen from [6] . We describe the LE-LSTM model in FIGURE 1 and the following equations. y s t represents the corresponding sentiment label of the word at t time step. According to the sentiment score of words in sentiment lexicon, we divide the words into different categories.
FIGURE 1.
We propose a LE-LSTM model. We concatenate the word sentiment embedding, and its corresponding word embedding. The final layer output of word sentiment classifier can be considered as the sentiment embedding of each word. The word sentiment classifier and word embedding lookup can be updated during the main training process.
Word sentiment classifier:
LE-LSTM model:
c t = i t u t + f t c t−1 (8)
B. LEXICON-ENHANCED LSTM MODEL WITH ATTENTION
By using the lexicon-enhanced LSTM model we proposed above, we can get the outputs of each time-step
, where m is the dimension of the hidden outputs and n is the length of text. Unlike the standard LSTM model that uses the final output as the text representation, attention mechanism means combining the hidden outputs of each time step according to the calculated attention weights. In target-dependent or aspect-level sentiment analysis tasks, a target or an aspect in text is generally used as an attention vector. It is reasonable, just like that people first look for the sentiment target entity, and then focus on the related content. However, it is difficult to choose the attention vector in general sentiment analysis without target. In our paper, we propose a new method to calculate the attention vector T according to the following equation.
In the above equation, P i (x) ( When we have to get the attention vector, we need to consider how to calculate the attention weights according to the attention vector. In recent researches, there are many methods which are proposed to calculate attention weights [1] , [22] . We try some of them, and finally, use the method [21] proposed to calculate attention weights.
If we have designed the specific method to calculate the sentiment weight P i (x) between each word sentiment and the global sentiment, we can calculate the attention vector T according to equation 7. In our paper, we take two special circumstances as examples. These two attention vectors can be roughly considered as the global information of the whole text. So it can guide LSTM to capture the distinguishing parts of the text just like that people first get the rough idea of texts and then look for the important parts when they do the reading comprehension task.
In one setting, we set P n = 1, P i = 0(i = n) and Q i (x) = h i . We simply denote the model as ALE-LSTM, which uses the final hidden output of LSTM as the attention vector. Reference [15] also uses the method to calculate the attention vector for key term extraction and dialogue act detection. The attention mechanism produces an attention weight vector ∂ according to T and a text representation z by weighting every hidden output. ∂ represents how much contributions that each hidden output makes to the global text sentiment polarity. In the back-propagation process, the loss of model is not only backpropagated to the beginning part from h n step by step but also backpropagated directly from z.
In the other settings, we set P i (x) = 1 n and Q i (x) = x i . It uses the average vector of the word embeddings as an attention vector. To the best knowledge of ours, it's the first time to use the average vector of word embeddings as the attention vector. The average vector carries more the original semantic information rather than the information processed by a neural network, so it can more fairly to choose the distinguishing parts of h i . We simply denote the model as WALE-LSTM. Other steps are the same as the first setting. Detailed information can be found in FIGURE 2, and the following equations.
FIGURE 2. The attention mechanism produces a text representation z by weighting every hidden output. In the back-propagation process, the loss of model is not only backpropagated to the beginning part from h n step by step but also backpropagated directly from z. The calculated attention vector T carries not only the semantic information but also the sentiment information.
In the above equations,
Finally, we can get the sentiment distribution of each training text by adding a softmax layer in each final text representation z.
w l and b l are the weight and bias parameters, which need to optimize during training. Objective function of the model is cross-entropy error:
In the above equations, N is the number of train examples. y is the true sentiment labels of texts. L s denotes the loss of word sentiment classifier defined in equation (3). β is used for fine-tuning the word sentiment classifier network. The final item is used for avoiding the over-fitting problem. Other parameters are updated by using the 'adam' [8] .
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. DATASET
To verify the proposed models, we conduct experiments on five datasets. Detailed information can be seen from • IMDB created by [10] , is widely used in document sentiment analysis tasks, which includes larger amounts of user reviews and recommendations.
• Yelp2013 created by [19] , are often classified into five classes, very negative, negative, neutral, positive and very positive.
• MR created by [12] is an authoritative and commonly used sentiment dataset.
• NB4000 includes lots of reviews of the notebook and Book4000 includes reviews of books after removing the duplicate. Both of them are created by Songbo Tan.
B. EXPERIMENT SETTING
We compare the results of experiments with RAE model [16] , the standard LSTM model [2] , Bidirectional LSTM model [5] , CNN [7] model and Tree-LSTM model [17] . All of them are the main methods used in handling sentiment classification. In English datasets, we only split each text into words by using punctuation and spaces and delete some special tokens without any other preprocessing. Chinese datasets are split into single words first by using the Chinese word segment system ICTCLAS2013 1 and then processed like the English datasets. For all the datasets, we use the mini-batch size of 64, the learning rate of 0.001, and the dropout rate of 0.5.
1 http://ictclas.nlpir.org/ The number of hidden layer units is the same as word embedding size. All the hyperparameters are chosen by using cross-validation on Yelp2013. In other datasets, we use the same setting except for early stopping. We set the word embedding size of 100. In English dataset, we use a word vector file downloaded from the website. 2 In Chinese dataset, we use Glove to train word vector file on large Chinese Wikipedia dataset. In English dataset, SentiWordNet is used as sentiment lexicon. Due to the lack of the standard Chinese sentiment lexicon, we collected the following sentiment lexicons as the final used Chinese sentiment lexicon.
• Chinese sentiment polarity dictionary NTUSD 3 created by National Taiwan University.
• Chinese praise and derogatory dictionary 4 created by Tsinghua University.
• HowNet sentiment word set, 5 including Chinese emotion words and Chinese evaluation words.
C. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
All results of experiments can be seen from TABLE 2.
Bi-LSTM and Tree-LSTM have better accuracy than LSTM model on all datasets, but does not make significant improvements. Furthermore, Tree-LSTM needs an external tool to parse the text to get a tree structure. Our methods get the best performance on the four datasets including English and Chinese datasets. Although the CNN model has the best accuracy on the MR dataset, our method (LE-LSTM) gets a comparative result, 80.8%, which improves the accuracy about 2% compared with the standard LSTM model. According to these results, we can conclude that our proposed methods are effective. Making comparison among our proposed methods,we find that ALE-LSTM and WALE-LSTM don't work at all times compared with LE-LSTM model. It only improves the accuracy of the datasets which have long text sequence. such as the IMDB, the Yelp2013 and the Book4000. These three datasets have longer text sequence than the other two datasets, which can be seen from TABLE 1. The results show that the standard LSTM has strong ability in handling short text sequence (on the MR and the NB4000 datasets). But it also has long-term dependent problem when it meets long text sequence. Using the attention mechanism can improve this problem. Besides, WALE-LSTM has slightly higher accuracy than ALE-LSTM on the three datasets.
D. MODEL ANALYSIS
Attention mechanism: From TABLE 2, we find that the proposed attention mechanism cannot work on some short datasets. In order to exclude the possibility that the characteristics of these datasets themselves cause the problem, we do some experiments on the IMDB dataset. We respectively select 713 samples from test data of IMDB to test if ALSTM (ALE-LSTM removes the lexicon-enhanced mechanism ) and WALSTM (WALE-LSTM removes the lexicon-enhanced mechanism) only work better than LSTM on long text sequences. Their lengths are in the range (0,100), (200,400) and (600,800). The number here is just an example, you can change it based on your experiments. All other settings are the same as before. The accuracy of per 100 training epochs of the different test datasets can be seen from FIGURE 3. From the subfigure (a), we find ALSTM and WALSTM have higher accuracy than LSTM at the beginning training epochs. But they almost haven't promotion compared with LSTM when the models converge. However, in the subfigure (b) and (c), the accuracy of ALSTM and WALSTM are higher than LSTM when the models converge. Furthermore, on the (600,800) dataset, the accuracy of ASLTM and WALSTM improves about 6%-7% compared with LSTM, while the accuracy improves about 2%-3% on the (200,400) dataset. Comparing (a), (b) and (c), we can conclude that the attention mechanism has a better performance on the longer dataset. In TABLE 3, we list some words with high attention weights and low attention weights in the Yelp2013 examples. We can see that these two attention mechanisms can find the important words, such as ''best'' and ''unfortunate,'' and ignore some stop words, such as ''the,''''a'' and ''your.'' Sentiment lexicon: In TABLE 4, we take MR dataset as an example and list some texts which are correctly predicted by LE-LSTM, but misclassified by LSTM. We find that some examples have obvious sentiment words, which can largely affect the sentiment polarity of the whole text. But LSTM cannot predict the sentiment polarity of texts correctly, such as ''good'' in the first text and ''lazy'' in the third text. Furthermore, in order to exclude the possibility that a larger word embedding size(caused by concatenating with the sentiment embedding) leads to the improvement of performance. we set different word embedding size to do experiments on MR dataset. The results can be seen from TABLE 5. We find that the accuracy of LE-LSTM with 100 embedding size is higher than the accuracy of LSTM with 300 embedding size. But the sentiment embedding size is only set 3-21 according to the quality of sentiment lexicon. So we can conclude that the prior sentiment information of words can really help to improve the performance. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a lexicon-enhanced LSTM model to solve the problem that word embeddings carry more semantic information rather than sentiment information. By using the sentiment lexicon to train a word sentiment classifier, we can get the sentiment embedding of each word. Concatenating the word embedding and its sentiment embedding as the input of LSTM can make a higher performance in sentiment analysis tasks. We also propose a new method to calculate the attention vector in general sentiment analysis without target, and take two special circumstances as examples. But in both two circumstances, the attention mechanism only works better on long sequences, which also shows that LSTM has strong ability in modeling short sequences.
Compared with the existing methods, the results of experiments on Chinese and English datasets show that our models are effective. Besides, the quality of English and Chinese sentiment lexicons is very important. More abundant and accurate sentiment lexicon resources will make our models better.
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